GTX Pirate Wine
Calatayud

Technical
sheet

No grape variety, no origin, no vintage… it is like it denominates itself this wine
that was born with the aspiration to be enjoyed for what it is. A wine born from
the union of friends, in the setting of old vines with a purpose: To achieve a
wine with stronger emotions than the norm, routine and establishment. That is
how (GTX)*, an old vine Garnacha, untamed, wild, hot, profound and above all
soulful was born.

GRAPE VARIETIES

The story began during a conversation between one of the members of the
Mallorcan winery Ànima Negra and a winery owning friend in Penedès. In this
chat he said that he had some very old vines in the Calatatyud (Aragón) region,
at an altitude of between 900 & 1,100 metres, with diﬀering orientations from
which he had never made a single wine. The singularity of the countryside, the
richness of the soils, the old vine Garnachas (GTX)* co-inhabiting with the
aromatic herbs, the extreme gradients that are so diﬃcult to access…. Form the
perfect paradise to be able to think about elaborating something truly unique
under the Terra de Falanis umbrella.

GTX, a pirate wine, but very legal
From there was born (GTX)*, a wine made from emotions, for love of the work
and sustainable nature, for passion of a life and for the determination to transmit a truth. The price to pay was to lose any quality categorisation for the wine
as it was decided to transport the grapes from the vineyard to a winery in the
Penedès area to be elaborated there in a 2000 litre French oak cask of the
bodega Ànima Negra only used once before where it was aged for over a year.
The result is a very distictive wine, wild yet delicate at the same time, rustic yet
elegant, structured and suprising… A wine with personality, an overwhelming
personality that is impossible not to like, a rule breaker but with the ideas very
clear. A wine that transmits everything you need to know for those that try it.
Why does everything have to be said with words afterall?
We believe that these details are enough to get enjoyment from (GTX)*, a wine
unprotected of information but absolutley full of arguments to exist and to be
enjoyed.

100% Grenache.
WINEMAKING

Made from unique vines situated in
the Calatayud area, in Aragon, found
at between 900 and 1,100 metres of
altitude.
AGEING

Due to the terrain, these vines have
never been treated in their lives,
apart from some hand sewn sulphur.
The ageing is done in a second use
2,000 Litre oak Tino coming from the
ÀNIMA NEGRA Winery.
ALCOHOL LEVEL 14% ABV
TOTAL ACIDITY 5.90 g/L
pH 3.60

